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Top 10 Digital Marketing Mistakes  CMOs  Will  Make in 2013

Mistake #1 Underestimating the Value  of  Organic Search. 
Not on the first page of search results for your product offerings? Your 
business may be losing a lot of of potential sales revenue. Every missed 
search equals a lost opportunity and a consequential win for SEO savvy 
competitors. B2B companies often gloss over the importance of SEO, as 
traditionally long sales cycles make it tough to pinpoint ROI. The truth is, no 
matter how complex the sales model, your prospects are online. A recent 
Google study found that 88% of B2B buyers research products they intend 
to purchase online1, up from 71% in 2011. In fact, due to the proliferation 
of online resources, these B2B buyers get as far as 57% of the way through 
their purchase decision before they even reach out to you.  As prospects 
increasingly turn to online search, your brand cannot afford to be absent from 
this valuable research phase of your prospect’s purchase journey.

Note:  Iif you haven’t established a well thought out SEO strategy, start now or 
risk losing out on revenue growth in 2013.

Mistake #2 Not  Making Content  Creation a  Top Priority.
Content creation is the life blood of any digital marketing campaign. Fresh, keyword-rich content should support your SEO 
strategy and drive value to your social media channels.  It’s not enough to simply go through the motions of maintaining 
a company blog and updating your Facebook page. Branded content should provide value, foster industry thought 
leadership, and engage customers at every stage of the sales cycle. After all, 60% of business decision makers say that 
website content helps them make better product purchase decisions (Roper Public Affairs). 

Educate your customers and give them a reason to visit your site with insightful whitepapers, interesting webinars, and 
breaking-news blog posts. This may sound like a tall order, but remember you can repurpose your content for each 
marketing channel. For instance, with a just a few tweaks, that webinar you painstakingly crafted is already an eBook, 
blog, tweet, or white paper.

Note:  The notion of thought leadership is appealing, but how does it contribute to your sales pipeline? Company blogs 
continue to be one of the most valuable inbound marketing tools, particularly when combined with a smart social media 
strategy. On average, B2B companies with an active content curation strategy generate 67% more leads per month 
than others (Hubspot). Good content will substantiate your value proposition, demonstrate industry expertise, and drive 
demand for your products.

1 Google Think B2B Conference, 2012

Executive Summary
CMOs have an increasing pressure to prove ROI and drive revenue, but more than half admit they are unable to 
provide hard numbers regarding the effectiveness of marketing programs and their impact on the bottom line 
(2012 Deloitte CMO Summit).  A new breed of digitally empowered customers has changed the game and your 
marketing must evolve to keep up.  Although there is a plethora of marketing solutions available, it’s important 
to not get lost in a sea of data or distracted by the latest trends.  Instead, you should focus on what matters and 
works for your unique business.  How can you capture more revenue from online search?  What’s your content 
strategy?  Should you leave social media to interns?  Review the top mistakes that CMOs will make this year so 
you can come out on top.

http://www.thinkwithgoogle.com/insights/event/think-b2b-2012/
http://www.thinkwithgoogle.com/insights/event/think-b2b-2012/
http://www.thinkwithgoogle.com/insights/event/think-b2b-2012/
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Mistake #3 Measuring  Success  in Terms  of Raw Leads  Instead  of  Revenue.
Marketers face the daunting task of championing emerging media before reliable analytics have the chance to catch 
up. So, Marketers face the daunting task of championing emerging media before reliable analytics have the chance to 
catch up. So, how can you best allocate your marketing budget to successful campaigns, without missing the boat on the 
latest digital trends? The answer lies in attribution. 

Attribution is the process of measuring and evaluating the influencing touch points of a prospect’s path to conversion.  
Put simply, attribution is about giving credit where credit is due and figuring out where to best allocate your marketing 
investment. In a recent Econsultancy survey, more than half of attribution users reported the ability to identify successful 
digital marketing channels and allocate more spending. Attribution gives marketers the data they need to identify their 
most successful marketing channels and allocate budget accordingly. Investing in attribution tracking ensures smart 
spending and cost-effective marketing programs in 2013.

Note:  70% of marketers who still use last touch attribution to measure campaign success, 
according to an Econsultancy study. Last touch attribution only credits the final touch 
point a customer takes prior to conversion and therefore undervalues all touch points that
happened before. If you are one of these 70% marketers, expand your scope to 
measure additional touch points and get a more accurate view of your customer’s 
journey. Download our Q4, 2012 eBook, “Marketing Attribution for Dummies”, and 
learn how you can set up attribution tracking that will immediately benefit 
your business.

Mistake #4 Chasing the Latest  Shiny Object  Before 
Mastering the Fundamentals.
Before chasing the latest shiny object, make sure you have the fundamentals 
in place.  According to our 2012 State of Digital Marketing survey, SEO is the 
#1 driver of leads for both B2B and B2C companies – have you leveraged 
organic search to its full potential? There is a quantifiable amount of 
revenue opportunity available if you calculate your missed traffic and 
current conversion rates.  (Reach out to us if you’d like help calculating your 
“Cost of Not Ranking on Page 1”) Once visitors land on your page, at what 
rate are they converting into leads?  If it’s less than 1%, you may have a 
problem.  When users get to your website, they should have the answers 
to three questions in the first 7 seconds: Where am I? What can I do here? 
Why should I do it?

http://econsultancy.com/us/reports/marketing-attribution-valuing-the-customer-journey
http://go.webmarketing123.com/eBookAttributionforDummies-HP.html
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Mistake #5 Ignoring Digital in Emerging Markets.
Look to expand your horizons in 2013. Probably one of the most unique benefits of digital marketing is the ability to expand 
quickly into emerging, high growth, international markets such as Brazil, Russia, India and China. Indeed, emerging 
markets’ GDP is growing 3 percent faster than the North American GDP, and is expected to contribute two-thirds of the 
global GDP by 2030. 

 If you already have sales distribution set-up in one or more of the emerging markets, web lead generation programs are 
cost-effective and sure to ramp up demand.  Before investing, make sure to localize your content and marketing for the 
new demographic. 

Mistake #6 Not  having a Strong Social  Media Strategy in P lace.
Social media is no longer an after-thought. B2B companies often dismiss social media as a B2C space, 
but since 69% of online adults use social media, the question is no longer if your target market uses social 
media, but how they do it.  Social media can also be a strong vehicle for lead generation. 80% of B2B 
marketers reported generating leads or sales from their Social Media efforts (2012 State of Digital Marketing 
Survey).  This is no surprise, considering 88% of B2B buyers research products they intend to purchase online 
(Google, Think B2B).

In neglecting to develop a social media presence, B2B companies ultimately risk losing potential sales, a unique 
source of earned media, and a channel to nurture their most vocal brand advocates. In a recent Wildfire survey,  
81% of respondents of respondents said posts by friends have directly influenced their purchase decisions. Now more 
than ever, it’s imperative for businesses to take ownership of their social media presence.

Note:  Don’t leave social media to the interns. Sometimes even the biggest brands and the most experienced 
marketers can easily slip into a major social media gaffe. Remember MacDonald’s #mcdstories Twitter campaign? 
How about Chapstick’s Facebook mishap? As Jeff Bullas notes, the average large to mid-size company has 178 
“social media assets”, yet only 25% of companies provide social media policies or training to employees.
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Gavyn Davies, Financial Times Blog, 2011

http://pewinternet.org/Commentary/2012/March/Pew-Internet-Social-Networking-full-detail.aspx
http://lp.wildfireapp.com/rs/wildfire/images/wp_roi_f.pdf
http://mashable.com/2012/11/25/social-media-business-disasters-2012/
http://www.adweek.com/adfreak/chapstick-gets-itself-social-media-death-spiral-136097
http://www.jeffbullas.com/2012/07/24/72-fascinating-social-media-marketing-facts-and-statistics-for-2012/#Mktg
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Mistake #7 Investing in Pricey Marketing Tools without  
a Strong Lead Generation Program.
A surprising number of marketers today put the carriage before the horse 
when it comes to lead generation. You may think your top priority is to get a 
sophisticated marketing automation system in place, when the reality is - a 
marketing automation system can’t help you nurture leads unless you have a 
strong lead pipeline in the first place.

Be patient and remember to A/B test. Digital lead gen programs take time to 
build and often require fine-tuning in order to achieve optimal results. 
Even the best SEO and paid advertising campaigns won’t blossom 
into powerful lead gen machines overnight.

Allocate your marketing dollars wisely. Consult with an expert or 
agency to ensure optimum lead gen performance before splurging 
on a marketing automation system.  And most importantly, make 
sure you create enough fresh content to fuel the automation (After 
all, content’s the “ammo” to your automated marketing “gun”).

Mistake #8 Not knowing What Functions to 
Keep In-House and  When to Get  Help. 
Your marketing team has a lot on its plate.  Lead generation, SEO, PPC, 
website design, social media, PR, content creation, and more.  The reality is, 
your current team may not have the skills or the time needed to accomplish 
it all effectively, and you may not have the budget to hire more in-house staff.  
Although outsourcing is not always the best solution, sometimes hiring in-house 
staff is more trouble and cost than it’s worth. Moreover, new and constantly 
evolving marketing tools require dedicated attention and expertise to be used 
effectively.   That said, before you choose an agency, make sure their work really 
does increase your team’s efficiency and the revenue generated is significant 
enough to warrant the cost of outsourcing.

Note:   If you decide to outsource your content creation, make sure to have at 
least one person, if not an entire editorial team in house, to help you manage the 
process and do final proofing. 
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Mistake #9 Losing Sight  of  Key Metrics  Due to Data Overload.
Before you decide to measure anything, make sure the metric is meaningful, and that 
you can take action based on the intelligence. Scorecards that track the performance of 
campaigns against key metrics over time give marketers more visibility and control over 
their marketing campaigns. 
 
Establish the goals of a campaign before execution. Assign 
benchmarks for each KPI, and delegate ownership accordingly. 
Track these metrics over time to view trend lines and make 
adjustments frequently.  Remember, the more frequently you 
optimize campaigns, the faster you can improve results.  Not 
sure how to set up an effective measurement framework? Email 
one of our experts at attribution@webmarketing123.com

Unlike old-school marketing tactics, digital marketing is highly 
measurable. Adjust and reallocate your marketing budget on a 
regular basis, according to campaign performance.

Mistake #10  Tabling Mobile  Optimization for Later.
With the overwhelming popularity of smartphones and tablets, an outlined 
plan for your brand’s mobile presence is no longer just a “nice to have”. In 
fact, mobile traffic as a percent of total traffic doubled year-over-year from 
10% in 2011 to 20% in 2012 (BlueTrain Mobile). Moreover, as comScore notes, 
‘the fourth screen’ has gone mainstream with 1 in 4 smartphone owners also 
using tablets.

Mobile marketing will be an essential component of capturing the new 
connected customer in 2013. Mobile commerce is expected to jump from 
$3 billion in 2010 to $31 billion in 2016. Yet, according to BtoB Magazine, only 
23% of B2B marketers consider mobile search as “important” to their digital 
marketing strategy.

Note:  Brands are already competing for the attention of the ‘always-
addressable’ consumer. Set goals for your brand’s mobile strategy or risk 
getting left behind.

Web Marketing Scorecard

Web 
Property

KPIs
Start

2012 
YTD

Jan Feb

Web Website Visits (Monthly)
128,854

299,197 Plan 153,313 145,884

330,287 Act 174,566 155,721

Web % Growth in Website Visits (YOY)
20%

20% Plan 20% 20%

37% Act 37% 36%

SEO Organic Search Visits (Monthly)
73,899

178,697 Plan 90,632 88,065

188,583 Act 100,568 87,995

SEO % Growth in Organic Search Visits (YOY) 35%

35% Plan 35% 35%

50% Act 50% 49%

SEO % of Keywords on Top 10 of Google 12%

15% Plan 14% 15%

29% Act 27% 30%

PPC No. of Leads
121

500 Plan 200 300

536 Act 224 312

PPC % Growth in No. of Leads (MOM)
-

57% Plan 65% 50%

80% Act 85% 75%

PPC Cost Per Lead
-

$195 Plan $225 $165

$190 Act $230 $150

SMM Facebook Likes
1411

390 Plan 190 200

333 Act 183 150

SMM Twitter Followers
214

390 Plan 225 165

420 Act 200 220

mailto:attribution%40webmarketing123.com?subject=Help%20me%20with%20marketing%20attribution
http://www.comscore.com/Media/Images/Infographics/TabLens_Infographic_1200px
http://engage.tmgcustommedia.com/2012/02/mobile-resistance-is-futile/
http://www.btobonline.com/article/20120213/SEARCH09/302139959/search-still-half-of-all-digital-spending#seenit


Now that you’ve learned the top mistakes that CMOs will make, take steps to proactively avoid them.  It’s vital to evolve 
with the changing landscape and stay ahead of the curve in order to effectively compete and consistently grow 
revenue.  If you’d like to discuss additional best practices on how to get the most out of your digital marketing investment, 
contact us today.

Twitter.com/webmarketing123 Linkedin.com/company/321315

CONNECT WITH US -  800.619.1570 -  webmarketing123.com  -  contact@webmarketing123.com

Webmarketing123 is a digital marketing agency that helps 
clients convert online visibility into measurable results. 
Whether it means boosting qualified traffic to your site, 
increasing website conversions, or driving more leads 
and sales, Webmarketing123’s proven digital marketing 
methodology is designed to drive your company’s online 
success. We start by understanding what winning means to 
your business and where your current challenges lie. 

We then customize our approach to bring together
the power of Search Engine Optimization (SEO), Pay-Per-
Click (PPC) advertising, and Social Media Marketing (SMM) 
to create remarkable, results-driven marketing programs. 
To learn more about how Webmarketing123 can help your 
business, please email contact@webmarketing123.com or 
give us a call at (800) 619-1570.

Facebook.com/webmarketing123
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TALK TO US NOW
Get a free consultation and f ind out 
how your current digital marketing 
program stacks up  

ABOUT WEBMARKETING 123
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http://twitter.com/webmarketing123
http://twitter.com/webmarketing123
http://linkedin.com/company/321315
http://linkedin.com/company/321315
http://webmarketing123.com
mailto:contact%40webmarketing123.com
mailto:contact%40webmarketing123.com
http://facebook.com/webmarketing123
http://facebook.com/webmarketing123
mailto:seo%40webmarketing123.com?subject=How%20does%20my%20digital%20marketing%20stack%20up?

